Welcome to YOUR 2017-18 HACC and HACC Foundation Annual Report!
https://youtu.be/ooV5D-zE8Ak

[Fade in music]
[Fade in on John J. “SKI” Sygielski, Ed.D., President, HACC, Central Pennsylvania’s Community College]

SKI
Greetings! I’m Dr. Ski, president of HACC, Central Pennsylvania’s Community College. Welcome to HACC’s 2017-18 Annual Report - online!

[Text on screen]
More than 2,200 graduates!

SKI
It’s been a rewarding year,

[Text on screen]
Middle States Commission’s reaccreditation of HACC

SKI
and we are delighted to share highlights of the progress we have made

[Text on screen]
Disability services to nearly 1,000 students

SKI
to provide an affordable, high-quality education

[Text on screen]
Largest Commencement ceremony on record

SKI
to members of our community and worldwide!

[Cut to photo of HACC Hawk waving at outdoor event]

SKI VO
During the past year, we opened the door to college for more than

[Cut to photo of two smiling students]

SKI VO
350 high school students through HACC Experience Days.

[Cut to photo of smiling instructor at head of classroom]

SKI VO
Nearly 40 percent of these students who visited one of our five campuses enrolled in HACC.
Dual enrolled students attend college while still in high school!

**SKI VO**
We also served over 3,500 dual enrollment students on our five campuses and through virtual.

**SKI VO**
We even graduated six dual enrollment students before they graduated from their high school.

**SKI**
We also made college possible for students who aren’t following a traditional path.

**SKI**
We launched seven new online workforce development programs so students can work, raise a family and jump-start or change their career.

**SKI VO**
As we work at ensuring

**SKI VO**
our teaching and learning community continues to celebrate

**SKI VO**
and honor diversity and inclusion

**SKI VO**
in all we do, we transitioned

[Cut to photo of instructor showing students a finger pulse oximeter]

[Text on screen]
Dual enrolled students attend college while still in high school!

**SKI VO**
We also served over 3,500 dual enrollment students on our five campuses and through virtual.

[Cut to three students working together at a table]

**SKI VO**
We even graduated six dual enrollment students before they graduated from their high school.

[Cut to SKI speaking on screen]

**SKI**
We also made college possible for students who aren’t following a traditional path.

[Text on screen]
Classes include:
- Introduction to dentistry
- Understanding Conflict Resolution in the Workplace

**SKI**
We launched seven new online workforce development programs so students can work, raise a family and jump-start or change their career.

[Cut to photo of SKI shaking hands with a student in a wheelchair on stage at commencement]

**SKI VO**
As we work at ensuring

[Cut to photo of an instructor and a student in a wheelchair, both in hard hats, using an auto level outdoors]

**SKI VO**
our teaching and learning community continues to celebrate

[Cut to photo of a student walking with a roller bag and white cane]

**SKI VO**
and honor diversity and inclusion

[Cut to smiling student in a wheelchair, wearing a hair covering and holding a calculator]

**SKI VO**
in all we do, we transitioned

[Cut to photo of smiling student on stage at commencement holding a cane and waving]
our Disability Services Department to the

[Cut to photo of Dr. Warren Anderson speaking at an event]

Office of Inclusion and Diversity.

[Cut to SKI talking to camera]

By doing so, we are committed to ensuring sustainability, growth and success of students with identified disabilities or accommodative needs. We know that finances can also shut the door to college, and we have been working very hard

[Cut to photo of culinary students working at a commercial range]

to raise resources to assist our students.

[Cut to photo of two smiling welding students wearing protective gear]

In fact, we created 25 new funds for excellence

[Cut to photo of a dental student working on a patient, while two students watch]

to provide monies to support innovations

[Cut to photo of four smiling students wearing matching HACC shirts]

in teaching and technology.

[Cut to SKI talking to camera]

We have also

[Text on screen] $1.5 million raised for scholarship in 2017-18

exceeded our scholarship fundraising goal by 65% or $1.3 million. I wish I had more time to inform you about all we accomplished – TOGETHER. However,
SKI
I hope you will take some time to review this report and share it on social media and with your friends and colleagues.

[Cut to photo of smiling student in cap and gown surrounded by friends and family]

SKI VO
As you know, amazing things can happen

[Cut to photo of two smiling students in their caps and gowns]

SKI VO
when you make college possible for individuals

[Cut to photo of a smiling graduate holding flowers with family]

SKI VO
of all ages.

[Cut to SKI talking to camera]

SKI
Thank you!

[Fade out music]